
FORMAT:   HD
LENGTH:   23 mins +
    “Snackable” Episodes 5-10mins
SEASON LENGTH:  8 (23 mins +)
PLATFORM:   OTT, Broadcast
LOCATION:   Season 1: Toronto
    Season 2: City TBD
PRIMARY DEMO:  25-49 (specifically 25-34) Female
SECONDARY DEMO:  25-49 (specifically 25-34) Male
EPISODE TURNAROUND: Full Length: 30 days (Production x 4, post x 16)
    “Snackable”: 14 days (Production x 1-2, post x 8)

Key Details



A culinary show that 
dives deep into the 
minds that shape a 
city's restaurant scene. 

Each season focuses on a city/region 

with a rising profile in the gastronomic 

world, examining topics such as class, 

culture and social progress through 

the lens of its culinary game changers. 

It is through these stories we will show 

the viewer both what is unique about 

these rising culinary spots and what 

taps into shared experiences across 

the food world.



Characters
DISRUPTORS AND TRENDSETTERS

We focus on the diverse group of disruptors 
found at the core of every culinary destination 
on the rise. Where are they from? What were 
their struggles? How are they changing the 
way we feed people? How are they changing 
the culture? By the end of each episode we 
want to draw a direct line between our hero’s 
experiences and their impact on the local 
food scene. 

Mood
SETTING THE TONE WITH MUSIC

The contrast between struggle and triumph 
will greatly influence Plated’s tone. Each 
episode will feature scored music that helps 
shape these dynamics while using songs 
from various artists where appropriate. The 
music for Plated is inspired by Jazz, funk 
and Hip-Hop with elements of world music 
that reflect the culture and personality of 
our hero. 

Visual Style
A LOVE LETTER TO A PLACE  
AND IT’S FOOD 
 
We want this show to be a visual love  
letter to a place and its food. Our approach 
to food photography is simple - Colourful 
images, featured prominently in the frame, 
that emphasize the care put into each 
morsel. Whether it’s fluffy golden biscuits  
or the rich brown of oxtail, we want to  
treat the food like it’s a character itself. 

Each 30 minute episode will 
revolve around a personality 
whose work and ideas help 
shape their local food culture.



Visual Style
FOOD

COOKING



Visual Style
INTERVIEWS

MOMENTS 



Themes
AS WE EXPLORE A CITY WORTH OF A CULINARY PERSONALITIES, MAJOR THEMES IMPACTING THE CULTURAL AND POLITICAL 
LANDSCAPE OF THE CITY’S FOOD CULTURE WILL BE DISCUSSED.  

Growing 
communities of 

indigenous chefs 

Alternative 
business models

 (Food trucks, pop-ups,  
ghost kitchens)

Fair and 
equitable pay

Rise of women in 
the kitchen

Rejecting factory 
farming/Supporting 

local farmers

Growing recognition 
for people of colour

COVID-19 and the 
restaurant industry 

Cultural fusion 
through cooking



Our initial YouTube releases provided some 
insights into our viewing audience.

Audience 

25-49 age 
demographic

54% of the 
audience is male

Dedicate expendable 
income to 

dining out

Living in 

urban
areas



Season I
TORONTO

Like many major city’s across the world, COVID-19 
has had a massive impact on Toronto’s culinary 
scene. Legacy restaurant closings, rampant 
unemployment and new industry realities have 
been a shock to it’s gastronomic soul, slowing 
the momentum of a culinary force emerging 
on the world stage.

For decades, Toronto’s culinary scene has been 
fueled by a diverse population and neighbourhoods 
steeped in food tradition. In the last ten years big 
names like Daniel Boulud and David Chang have 
moved their empires north, solidifying Toronto as 
a world class culinary city worthy of mention with 
it’s counterparts to the south. But for locals, a rise 
in status is a long time coming. Recognition has 
always been a central theme in Toronto’s culinary 
story. Not just for a talent rich city that often flies 
under the radar, but also for a new generation of 
women and people of colour pushing to truly be 
an equal part of that community.  
 
PLATED S1: TORONTO will look at the diverse 
group of individuals who fueled Toronto's long 
awaited ascension as they try to adapt to a 
changing industry and rebuild a more equal 
and equitable post-COVID world. 



SOUTHERN COMFORTS AND NORTHERN SOULS: 
THE MAKING OF TRUE TRUE DINER

Character:  Suzanne Barr
Restaurant: True True Diner 

Suzanne Barr’s passion for food is rivalled only but her love 
of community. She’s cooked on both sides of the Atlantic 
on her way to becoming one of our city’s greatest chefs. 
Yet her contributions lie far beyond the plate. Through her 
restaurant the Saturday Dinette, she created the Dinettes, a 
program that seeks to help women develop restaurant and 
social skills through the YMCA. A dispute with her landlord 
would force her to shut the Dinette’s doors and bring her 
to contemplate her role within the city’s restaurant scene. 
But now Suzanne and her husband/ business Johnnie Karas 
are back with a new spot True True Diner, combing her love 
of diner fare with her Caribbean and Southern roots. Our 
cameras followed the creation of TTD from the beginning 
of renovations all the way to busy Sunday brunches. 

MAHA’S: FROM CAIRO WITH LOVE

Characters: Maha Barsoom, Monika and Mark Wahba
Restaurant: Maha’s Egyptian brunch

Before Maha’s hardly anyone knew what Egyptian Brunch 
was. The idea almost sounds too niche, even by Toronto’s 
standards. But, that’s kind of the point. Maha Barsoom 
and her children Monika and Mark set out to tell the story 
of their home through the food they crew up with. They 
honed in on the unique regional flavours that have been 
curated by 5000 years of Egyptian, distancing themselves 
from generic labels like “middle eastern food”. The results 
have been far from niche as long line-ups are a regular 
fixture outside Maha’s Greenwood locale. In this first 
episode we tell the story of a family that finds success 
in a new world with time honoured recipes from an 
old one. 



THIN CRUST’S BENEDICT ARNOLD

Character: Christopher Getchell
Restaurant: Descendant Pizza 

San Marzano tomatoes. Mozzarella di bufala. Thin Crust. Matt 
Getchell cut his teeth making traditional Neapolitan style Pizza 
at one of the cities best pizzerias, Pizza Libretto. The city was 
full swing in its decades-long affinity with tradition where pies 
are concerned. While he plied his trade making legacy style 
Pizza, his heart yearned for napalm-like piles of gooey cheese, 
locally butchered and grown toppings, and a crusty yet hefty 
pizza that harkened back to the days of your neighbourhood 
shop. With his longing becoming too intense to bear, he 
looked to the motor city for a little thick crust inspiration. 
The result would be Descendant Pizza, and an inadvertent 
declaration of war against Toronto’s thin crust status quo.

THE FIRE, THE FURY, AND A DAY IN THE LIFE 

OF JENN AGG

Character: Jenn Agg
Restaurants: Grey Garden, Rhum Corner, Bar Vendetta, 
  Le Swan, Cocktail Bar

When Jenn Agg opened Grey Gardens in 2017, each of Jenn 
Agg’s four Toronto restaurants reflect a different part of her 
personality; Black Hoof, the stripped down, rebellious forerunner 
to much of Toronto’s current restaurant climate. Cocktail 
Bar, her love letter to mixology. Rhum corner, a tribute to her 
husband Roland’s Haitian birthplace. And Grey Garden, an inside 
joke about shedding the rigid opinions of her youth. Since then 
she’s given in to her nostalgia with Le Swan, and gone Italian 
with latest, Bar Vendetta. In this episode we’ll look at one day in 
the busy life of Jenn Agg, exploring her empire and it’s influence 
on the advancement of women in the restaurant industry. 



Plus

LEEMO HAN
ODD SEOUL 

AND HANMOTO

GRANT VAN 
GAMEREN

BAR ISABEL

PATRICK KRISS
ALO

ALIDA
SOLOMON

TUTTI MATTI

MICHAEL 
HUNTER
ANTLER

DAVID HUYNH
VIT BÉO



ST. JOHN’S, NEWFOUNDLAND

KINGSTON, JAMAICA

MONTRÉAL, QUÉBEC

BEYOND SEASON 1…

EXPANDING PLATED



WHERE CREATORS THRIVE.
VISIT THEMINDREFINERY.COM

KYLE BODANIS
PARTNER  | CREATIVE DIRECTOR  | PRODUCER
905-758-7527 KYLE@THEMINDREFINERY.COM

GEORGE LAGOS
PARTNER  | EXECUTIVE PRODUCER  | OPERATIONS
416-420-0202 GEORGE@THEMINDREFINERY.COM

We're a Toronto-based production studio that  
develops original series, podcasts, and branded 
content across multiple platforms. Our goal is  
to create content that demands to be binged,  
provokes furious debate, and inspires viewers 
to huddle around screens large and small.

Our top priority is create safe environments for 
creators and technicians alike. This includes ensuring 
our sets are ready for shooting in a COVID-19 world, 
including: 

• Mandatory masks
• Smaller crew sizes
• Available hand sanitizer and wipes
• Always adhering to local guidelines and bylaws

MIND REFINERY THE MIND REFINERY@MINDREFINERY @THEMINDREFINERY


